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THE STUDY of Hopf fibrations is closely intertwined with the study of Blaschke manifolds. 
A Blaschke manifold is a Riemannian manifold (M, g) such that the tangential cut locus 
K(p) c T&H at any point ~E:M is isometric to the sphere of constant radius. It has the 
property that the exponential map exp,: TC(p) + C(p) to the cut locus of p is a fibration of 
a sphere by parallel great subspheres (see [8]). The model spaces are the round spheres (S”) 
and the projective spaces (K&P”, CP”, HP” and the Cayley plane Cap’). For the model spaces 
CP”, HP” and Cap’, the exponential maps of the tangential cut locus to the cut locus arc 
just the Hopf fibrations S’ G S2”-’ + d=P”-‘. S’ 4 SO”-’ + HP”-’ and S’ 4 SL5 -+ Se 
respectively. Blaschke conjectured that every Blaschke manifold is actually isometric to one 
of the model spaces. (This has been proved for S” and RIP”). Replacing the word “isometric” 
with the word “homeomorphic”, WC get what is called the topological Blaschkc conjecture. 
To prove the topological Blaschke conjecture for the other projective spaces it suflices to 
show that a smooth libration of a sphere by great subsphcres is topologically equivalent to 
a Hopf fibration. Gluck, Warner and Yang have shown that the topological Blaschke 
conjecture is true in dimensions less than or equal to 9 [63. They also showed that 
a Blaschke manifold modelled on Cap2 is homeomorphic to it. We shall not concern 
ourselves with the Blaschkc problem here. Instead, WC shall consider sublibrations of the 
Hopf fibrations. 
The Hopf fibration S3 4 S’ + S4 is obtained from the intersection of quaternion lines in 
H2 with S’, and observing that S4 2 WP’. The Calabi-Hopf-Penrose fibration 
CP’ 4 CIFPJ + S’ is obtained via a quotient of two Hopf maps: 
Q3* - {O} = u-u2 - (0) 
Hoplc 1 1 Hop41 
CP’+ CP3 -+WP’zSJ 
(see [16]). This fibration has been of use for instance in the study of harmonic maps of 
surfaces into SJ (see [ 163). Since the Hopf fibration S’ G S” + SB is obtained by consider- 
ing “octonion lines through the origin” in 0 x 0, where Se can be thought of as an 
“octonion projective I-space” (see [23, pp. 108-I IO]), it is natural to wonder whether one 
can obtain a fibration CP-’ G CIlp’ + SB via a quotient of Hopf maps: 
u? - (0) = 0 x 0 - (0) 
Ho& 1 1 HOP~J 
CP’+ w’ + SB. 
Ranjan [22] showed that there does not exist a Riemannian submersion of CP’ (with the 
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Fubini-Study metric) onto SE with connected totally geodesic fibres (isomorphic to CP’). 
However, he left unanswered whether a topological fibration 
(*) C[Ip3 4 CP’ : SE 
exists, where CP3 and CP’ are thought of as topological manifolds, possibly with exotic 
differentiable structures. If the topological Blaschke conjecture is true for spaces modelled 
on CP’, then the existence of the fibration (*) is equivalent to the existence of a great circle 
subfibration of the Hopf fibration S’ G S *’ + Se. 
If the fibration (*) exists, then we have a family {C~~[XES’) which “fill up” CP’. 
Suppose CP’ has an almost complex structure J and an almost hermitian metric, and 
(CP:, J,) is an almost complex submanifold such that the inclusion of the fibre CiP,’ G CP’ 
is holomorphic and isometric. (This implies that the projection map n is a Riemannian 
submersion). Let w, denote the Klhler form of .I,. Suppose (dw,)‘*” = 0, i.e. C)IFpj is 
(I, 2)-symplectic. Then Cppj G CP’ is harmonic and hence n: @P’ + SE is a harmonic 
morphism (see [4]). Now, the map I(/: SE 4 S 5 is a harmonic map, since it is a suspension of 
the Hopf map S’ + S4. The map T,: S 5 4 RP5 is a local isometric covering, and the map r2: 
U&P5 + CP’ is a totally geodesic isometric embedding (with appropriate choices of metrics). 
Consequently, the composition 
is harmonic. Thus, the cxistcncc of the fibration (*) which satisfies certain additional 
conditions will result in an exam@ of a nontrivial harmonic map of a higher dimensional 
complex projective space to a lower dimensional complex projective space. 
Alas, one must look elscwhcrc fur such an cxamplc! In this paper, WC show that thcrc 
does not exist a PL-fibration CaP,f 4 CIPD,’ + S8 whcrc CP,” dcnotcs a PL-manifold 
homotopy equivalent to CF Dk A corollary of this is that the Hopf fibration 5: S’ 4 SL5 4 S” . 
admits no subfibration by PL-circles (cvcn small PL-circles!) 
After some prcliminarics, WC begin with an easy case by considering unitary bundles 
over S”. Using Bott pcriodicity, we show that the structure group of the Hopf bundle 
< cannot be reduced to u(4). We then use PL-topological methods to prove the nonexist- 
ence of PL-bundles over S8 with fibre ClP,” and total space CP,‘. The idea is to prove the 
nontriviality of the PL-tube of C[Fd’ in CP’ and then, assuming the existence of the 
fibration, arrive at a contradiction by using the Pontrjagin-Thorn argument. 
0. PRELI,MINARIES 
1. THE HOPF FIBRATION OVER Se. Let 0 denote the octonions, the 8-dimensional normed 
division algebra over Iw. (Beautiful discussions on the algebra of the octonions can be found 
in the appendix of [I I, pp. 140-1453, in [3] and in [23, pp. IOS-IIO]. More on Hopf 
fibrations can be found in [6], [7] and [8].) Consider 0 x 0 = {(c, d)l c, do O} z aB 16. Let 
S15 denote the unit sphere in 0 x 0. Define p: S I5 + S8 z 0 u {co} as follows 
p(c, d) = 1 cd-‘, if d#O =‘, if d = 0. 
Obscrvc that if a sequcncc (drill convcrgcs to 0, then (d, ’ ) converges to cu. Thus if {c,} 
converges to some c # 0, then {c” rf, ’ ) converges to aj. So p is a continuous map. The fibre 
above any point xeS8 is given by 
p- l(x) = 
{(xd,d)ld~Q II(?rd,d)ll = I). if x # co 
{(c,O)IcEo. llcll = I), if x = co. 
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Therefore p-‘(x) r S’ for all x. These fibres are great 7-spheres in Sr’. We then have the 
Hopf fibration 
5: S’ 4 sr5 : SE. 
Now consider the local trivializations of the bundle 5 over the open sets 
a, = Se - {XZ} = 0 and 92 = S8 - (0): 
and 
cp,: @, XS’ 4 p- ’ (@, ) where (w, u) H (wu, u)/ II (wu, 14 II 
(pz: 4Yzxs”p- ‘(JU,) where (w, u)tr(u, w-‘u)/II(u, w-‘u)II. 
Then for (w, u)E(‘U1 n ‘u,) x S’, 
= ((W II (w 4 II )(u/ II (w u) II )- ‘9 wu/lI WU II ) 
= (wu(u-t),(w/l~w~l)u) since IIuII = 1 
= (w. L;(u)) 
where 3 = w/l/ w II and where L; denotes left multiplication in the algebra 0. The transition 
function y12: ‘@, n ti2 + SO(8) is given by WI+ L;. Let x denote the restriction of this 
transition function to the equator S’ c SR. Then x: S’ + SO(8) with x(x) = L,, is called the 
churacteristic ntrrp of the bundle. This characteristic map completely determines the Hopf 
bundle 5 over SH [23, pp. 96-1001. 
Topologically, the associutcd vector bundle of the Hopf bundle over S” is just 
0: x IWR u, Dj x R” whcrc / idcntihcs a point (x, u)~dD: x R” z S’ x R” with the point 
(x. L,a)tzc!D~ x R” z S’ x RR. The gluing map/rcstrictcd to S’ x S’ is a map of type (I, 1). 
We will discuss (1, I)-maps later in the next subsection. 
One may ask whether the structure group of < has a reduction to U(4). If it has such 
a reduction, then the complex structure on the fibres would subfibrate < by great circles. 
One may try to construct this by first defining some complex structure on the fibres of 
Df x 54’ and then transferring it over to Df x R* via the characteristic map x. For each 
XED~, define J,,=: 1w” 4 1w8 by J,,,(u) = L,(u). (One could also use right multiplication by 
i). Clearly J:, x = -Id. Then, for each xc:dDf we define JzsX: R8 -* IwE by 
JlaX(u) = LX0 Lie L;(c). If JzsX could be extended to all of 0: as an orthogonal complex 
structure on Iw’, we would be done. 
The space of orthogonal complex structures compatible with the given orientation on 
RB is SO(S)/U(4). We thus have a map Jz: S’ + SO(S)/U(4). It follows that J2,_ extends to 
all of Df if and only if J2 is homotopically trivial. Herman Gluck has shown explicitly that 
J2 is not homotopically trivial by using the arithmetic of the octonions [S]. In Section 1, we 
will prove this same result in a more general setting using Bott Periodicity. 
2. CONSTRUCTIONS OF CP”-BUNDLES OVER S *. We begin with some notation. Let M be 
a manifold with some topological, piecewise linear or differentiable structure. We will let 
Top(M) and Stop(M) denote the group of homeomorphisms of A4 and its connected 
component of the identity respectively. (Equivalently, Stop(M) is the group of orientation 
preserving homeomorphisms of M isotopic to the identity.) Similarly, PL(M) and Diff(M) 
will denote the group of PL-homcomorphisms of M and the group of diffeomorphisms of 
M rcspcctively, with SPL(M) and Din,,(M) denoting their respective connected compon- 
ents of the identity. 
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All CJFD’-bundles over S” with structure group Stop(CP’) such that the total space is 
a topological manifold X are obtained by taking two copies of the product of an S-disk with 
CP’ and gluing them along the boundary via a suitable clutching map. 
Let I(/: S’ + Stop(C=[P’) be a characteristic map, i.e. for each XES’ = SD! = c?D!, the 
map $X: CP3 + CP-’ is a homeomorphism. Consider the map 
(*) Y: S’ x CP-’ -. S’ x CP3 defined by Y(x. z) = (x, $Jc)). 
Then ?i = Df x CP3 u+ 0: x CP3. 
Definition 0.1. A homeomorphism h: S” x S” + S” x S” is said to be of type (1, 1) if the 
induced map h,: H,(S” xS”)+ H,(S”x S”) z Z @ Z is given by the matrix (A :) with 
respect to the standard basis of H,(S” x S”). 
Rrmtrrk 0.2. Homeomorphisms of type (I, 1) can exist only for n = 1, 3, 7 since by 
Adams, these are the only dimensions in which spheres are parallelizable. (It also follows 
from the existence of Hopf invariant one maps only in these dimensions. See [93.) 
Dqfinition 0.3. A homeomorphism 0: Sznc ’ x CP" -+ S*"+ ’ x Q=P" is said to be of type 
(1, I) if (I)(.\-. c) = (.K. +.K(-_)), and for a fixed c the map cp: SZn+ * + CP” defined by 
V(X) = +.V(c) is homotopic to the Hopf map (i.e. cp is a generator of nr.+ ,(Cp”) z Z). 
Rcmrrrk 0.4. Any such homcomorphism. 0,. lifts to a homeomorphism 6: 
S2”+‘XS~“+‘~S~“+‘XS~“+’ oftypc(l. I). 
Rcvnnrk 0.5. Consider the graph 
I-::= ((.Y,(br(=))I.YEsT”+‘} c sZn+’ XCP” 
corresponding to a type (I, I)-map (p. Then the first factor projection map p,: r_ 4 S*“+’ is 
a dcgrce one map and the second factor projection map p2: r, -+ CP” inducts an isomor- 
phism on the (211 + I)-th homotopy groups. 
We now return to the case when n = 3. Fix a point p0 E CP ‘. Consider the graph 
rpu:= {(x, ~,(p”))~.uEs’) c s’ xCIFp3. 
The bundle d&cd by Y in (*) has total space homotopy equivalent to CaP’ if and only if 
Y satisfies the following conditions: 
(HI) Y is a homeomorphism of type (1, 1); 
(HZ) fpo is homotopic to a graph of the Hopf map; 
(H3) $,EStop(CP3) for all XES’. 
Actually (HZ) and (H3) are redundant, introduced for the sake of clarity. We will show that 
such a Y dots not exist in the PL-category, i.e. there does not exist a PL-bundle over Ss 
such that the total space and fibre are PL-manifolds homotopy equivalent to CP’ and CP3 
respectively. 
First, consider the constant graph 
r conrl:= {(X,C)~.~ES'} c s' xCP3 
for some constant CE CP3. Observe that S’ x Cp’ - rcon,, is a trivial bundle over S’, i.e. 
S’ x Cp3 - r,,,,t z S' x (CP3 - {point}) z S’ x O&l) 
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where &-G( 1) denotes the hyperplane bundle over CP’. Now consider the Hopf map hc*: 
S’ -* CP’ obtained via 
S’ 4 s’ c c* - (0) + CP3. 
Then its graph is 
r "&:= {(.~,h&))JXES') c s7xw3. 
Let N:= S7 x CP3 - rHopl. It is an c,-az(l)-bundle over S’. 
PROPOSITION 0.6. The map Y satisfying (H l)-(H3) exists ifand only ifN is a trivial bundle. 
Proof: Suppose N is trivial. Then set rpO = rHopp Since both N and S’ x Cllp3 - rEonlt 
are trivial bundles over S’ with fibre CP3 - {point} 2 0&l), there is a bundle homeo- 
morphism between S’ x CP3 - r,,,,, and N. This extends to a homeomorphism Y: 
S’ x CP3 4 S’ x @B3 which is the identity map on the first factor and which sends r,,,,l to 
r Hope, i.e. Y(x, z) = (x, IL&)) for all x E S’, zcCP3 and $=~Top(Ca’). Furthermore, 
Y(x. pO) = (x, k(x)), i.e. JI,(po) = h&). In particular we can choose p. = hcd(l) so that 
$,EStop(CP’) for all XES’. 
Conversely, suppose there exists a map Y which satisfies (HlHH3). Then 
Y {(x, p,,)lx~S’} = {(x, h&))IxES’} for some po~Q=P3, i.e. Y(r,,,,,) = rHupf where we 
have chosen the constant to bc p0 gQ=P3. Since Y is a homeomorphism which is the identity 
on the first factor, Y: S’ x CP’ - r_, + S’ x C[lp’ - rHopl is a bundle homcomorphism. , 
i.e. N is a trivial bundle. cl 
LEMMA 0.7. The normal bundle v(r,,,,,r) of rIlupl in S’ x UY’ is trivial as a real bundle, i.e. 
its total space E(v(r,,,,,)) 2 S'x D'. 
ProoJ WC shall identify R” with the octonions 0, an eight dimensional nonassociative 
normed algebra over R with standard basis {I, i, j, k, E, it, jc, kc}. Note that the Hopf circles 
on S’ are oriented, i.e. for any XES’, the Hopf circle has orientation given by the oriented 
pair {x, ix}. Now observe that rklop, is transversal to {x} x CDP-’ for all x E S’. Furthermore, 
the normal bundle v(rHopl) of rHopl in S’ x CIFD’ is precisely the bundle 5 of real 6-planes in 
S’ orthogonal to the unit vector field tangent to the oriented Hopf circles on S’. Using 
octonion algebra multiplication we see that jx, kx, E.-K, (i&)x, (j.z)x and (k&)x are six mutually 
orthogonal unit vectors orthogonal to the Hopf circle at x E S ‘* (Orthogonality follows from 
the fact that (x, ex) = (1, e)lxl’ = 0 f or any XE S’ and any basis element e orthogonal to 
1.) This gives us six real independent sections of the bundle $j. Thus 3 and hence v(rHopl) is 
trivial. cl 
COROLLARY 0.8. The boundary of the normal bundle dv(rHopl) is trivial as a real bundle, i.e. 
its total space E(dtq-,,,,)) z S' xSs. 
ProoJ This follows immediately from Lemma 0.7. 0 
Remark 0.9. It will follow from Theorem C that N is a nontrivial PL-bundle over S’. If 
we let i denote the complement of an open smooth tubular neighborhood of rHopr in N, 
then by Corollary 0.8, its boundary 8s is trivial as a real S0(6)-bundle over S’ with fibre 
S5. However, Theorem C will show that fi is nontrivial as a PL-bundle over S’. In 
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particular it is nontrivial as a smooth bundle. Let a: S6 + Diffo(Oc~z(l)) be the character- 
istic map of N. Then z represents a nontrivial element of n6 (Diff,(Bcpz(l))). 
1. UNITARY BUNDLES OVER S’ 
In this section, we will let <a denote the underlying real vector bundle of a complex 
vector bundle 5. 
LEMMA 1.1. Let 5 be a complex 4-plane bundle over S8 with structure group U(4). Then the 
Euler class e(<a) = 6mzE H8(S8; Z) for some me& where a is a generator for H8(S8; h). 
Prooj: Observe that the Chern character 
Ch(5) = r&(t) + (4~,+(5)/4!)~ H”(S8; Z) $ H8(S8; H) 
by the integrality part of Bott periodicity for complex unitary bundles over even-dimen- 
sional spheres (see [9, pp. 279-2801). Thus, 
e(fa) = cq(j) = 3!ma = 6ma for some m E Z. 
Alternatively, this can be seen from the long exact sequence of the fibration 
U(3) 4 U(4) + s’: 
b 
.*- -+R,U(3) 2 7r’U(4) 4 ?c,s’ -2 n(,U(3)*z,U(4)-, *.a. 
By Bott pcriodicity. n7 [/(4) z Z, x6 u(3) z Z/62 and ng 1/(4) z 0. Also, n7S7 z i2. Thus, 
c is onto, b(l) = 6 and a is the zero map. An element of 1r’L1(4) corresponds to the 
characteristic map of a complex 4-plane bundle 5 over S8 and its image under b corresponds 
to the Euler class of CR. cl 
Using the isomorphism H’(S”; 12) z Z, WC will identify a with 1~2 for the rest of this 
section. 
LEMMA 1.2. Ler S(r) denote the sphere bundle associared fu a complex 4-plane bundle 
5 over S8 wirh structure group U(4). Then the total space S(E) is not a homoropy 15-sphere. 
Proof First, notice that if 5 is trivial, S(E) z S8 x S’ which is certainly not a homotopy 
15-sphere. Now, let 5 be a complex unitary 4-plane bundle with Chern class m # 0. Then by 
Lemma 1.1, e(<R) = 6m = e(S(t)). Let M ” denote the total space S(E). Then 
Ml5 = (D! xP)u,(D! XS’) 
where 0: and D8_ correspond to the upper and lower hemispheres of S8 respectively. The 
attaching map f is defined by /(x, y) = (x. gJy)) where xcS7 = aD”, = aD! and g: 
S’ + U4 is the characteristic map of the bundle. Note that gX: S7 + S7 is a map ofdegree 6m 
( =e(rR)). Thus, the Mayer-Vietoris sequence is 
... 4 H8(M) : H7(S7 xS’) 2 H7(DB, xS’)@ H7(D8 x S’) 
I; H,(M): H6(S7xS7)-+ -... 
Now, H7(S7 x S’) 2 Z @ Z, H,(D! x S’)@ H,(D! x S’) z Z G9 H, and H6(S7 x S’) z 0. 
Since /,(a. 6) = (6. b + 6ma), we see that A is the zero map and hence H,(M) 2 Z/6mZ. 
Thus, M Is is not a homology 15-sphere. The Mayer-Vietoris sequence also shows that 
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H,(M) = Hz(M) = *-* = H,(M) = 0. Furthermore, Van Kampen’s Theorem implies that 
M is simply connected. By the Hurewia isomorphism theorem, n,(M ls) 2 B/6&, show- 
ing that M ls is not a homotopy 1%sphere. Cl 
THEOREM A. Let t denote the Hopfjibration of S” by great 7-spheres. Then the structure 
group of g cannot be reduced from SO@) to U(4). 
Proof The Hopf bundle has Euler class 1, so the theorem follows immediately from 
Lemmas 1.1 and 1.2. 0 
Note that as mentioned in the previous section, the above theorem has been proven 
independently by Herman Gluck using the arithmetic of the octonions [S]. 
Let cx: S’ + PSL(4, C) denote the characteristic map of a CP3-bundle ~(a) over SE with 
structure group PSL(4, C). Observe that K: SL(4, C) + PSL(4, C) is a covering map with 
fibre iZ/42. Since S’ is simply connected, there exists a lifting 2: S’ + SL(4, C). Let {(a) 
denote the C4-bundle over SB whose characteristic map is ji. Thus, every CIIP3-bundle q(g) 
over S’ arises as a projectivization of the associated C4-bundle C(c). 
Conversely, associated to a complex unitary 4-plane bundle < over S” is a CP3-bundle, 
P(t), obtained by projectivizing each fibre. We will let P(E) denote the total space of the 
bundle P(e). First, observe that if C is a trivial bundle, so is P(e), and hence 
P(E) z SE x CP’ is not a homotopy CP’. Now, assume that < is nontrivial. Since each 
complex lint in C4 intersects the unit 7-sphere in a circle, P(E) is just the orbit space 
M”/S’, where Ml5 is the total space of the sphcrc bundle associated to 5. The long exact 
sequence of the fibration S’ G M” -+ p(E): 
. . . + n,S’ --, 7t7M + n,p(E) --, nhS1 -+ 1.1 
shows that rr7 M z x7 F’(E) z Z/6& for some nonzcro integer m by the proof of Lemma 
1.2. Since n7CP7 2 IZ,S’~ z 0, P(E) is not a homotopy-CP’. Thus, 
THEOREM B. There does not exist a Cp’-bundle over S” with structure group PSL(4, C) 
such that the totul spuce is a homotopy-ClfP’. 
COROLLARY 1.3. Let r denote the Hopfjbration of S” by great 7-spheres. Then there is no 
subjibration of 5 by oriented great circles arising from a free SO(Z)-acrion orthogonal in each 
great S ‘-Jibre. 
Proof Suppose there were a subfibration of 5 by oriented great circles arising from 
a free SO(Z)-action orthogonal in each great S’. This means that the associated real &plane 
bundle is subfibrated by real oriented 2-planes. The R’-fibre above each point XES’ is given 
a complex structure J, obtained by orthogonally rotating each vector v by an angle 1[/2 in 
the oriented 2-plane containing v. Since the great circles are varying continuously with 
x over SE, so are the complex structures J,. We thus have a rank 4 complex vector bundle 
over SE and by Lemma 1.1, the underlying real 8-plane bundle has Euler class a multiple of 
6, contradicting the fact that it is a Hopf bundle. 0 
2. PL-BUNDLES OVER S’ WITH HOMOTOPY-CP’ FIBRES 
In this section, we prove the nonexistence of PL-bundles over S8 with fibre homotopy 
equivalent o CP3 and total space homotopy equivalent to C9’. The basic idea is that if 
such a bundle were to exist, then a typical fibre will have a trivial PL-tube by the 
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Pontjagin-Thorn argument. However, CP3 has a nontrivial normal bundle in CP’. We 
begin with a definition of Hirsch on PL-tubes [IO]. 
Definition 2.0.1. Let M be a PL-manifold of dimension n + k, and let A be a PL- 
submanifold (possibly with nonempty boundary) of M of dimension n. A closed PL-tube for 
A in M is a PL-bundle p: E + A such that E c M, the interior of E is a neighborhood of the 
relative interior of A, p is a retraction, and the fibres are closed k-PL-cells. We will call 
a fibre of p a normal disk. An open PL-tube for A in M is a bundle as above whose fibres are 
open k-PL-cells. We say that the PL-tube is trivial if the bundle is trivial, i.e. E is a product 
of A with the fibre. 
Remark 2.0.2. The normal disks can be chosen with arbitrarily small diameter by using 
a barycentric subdivision, and then taking the star of the submanifold A in the tube. 
Remark 2.0.3. In the smooth category, every smooth submanifold has a closed tubular 
neighborhood. However, in the PL-category, tubular neighborhoods always exist only in 
a stable range. For example, Hirsch showed in [IO] that there exists a PL-embedding 
S4 x I c [we having no closed PL-tube. He showed that A has an open PL-tube provided 
k 2 max(n - 1, (n + 3)/2}. Such an open tube is unique, i.e. any two open tubes are 
isotopic, provided k 2 max In, (n + 4)/2}. Furthermore, a closed PL-tube for A exists and is 
unique provided k 2 max(n. (n + 3)/2} and k 2 max(n + I, (n + 4)/2} respectively. 
Rmurrk 2.0.4. In Hirsch’s thcorcm, one can actually obtain a closed PL-tube contain- 
ing normal disks which arc prcscribcd at a finite set of points in the submanifold 
A. [14. pp. 160 -1621. 
Rmturk 2.0.5. When A is closed PL-submanifold of M. then from the definition, the 
open PL-tube for A in M is just a normal PL-microbundle [14, p. 843. 
I. FIBRES IIOMEOMORPHICTO @P '. We will begin with the simpler case where the fibre 
and total space are homcomorphic to CP’ and CP’ respectively. We will first prove 
a technical lemma which asserts that a C[FD’ which is PL-embedded in CP’ in an appropri- 
ate homotopy class is ambient PL-isotopic to a standard CP’ c @[Fp’. This lemma is then 
used to prove a theorem on the nonexistence of PL-fibrations of CP’ over SE with fibre 
homeomorphic to CP’. We will let 6’ denote a PL-manifold homeomorphic (but not 
necessarily diffeomorphic) to CP”, the complex projective n-space with the standard 
differentiable structure. Note that by Siebenmann, [ 14, p. 331 J, the PL-structure on any 
PL-manifold which is homeomorphic to CIFP” is unique up to isotopy for n 2 3. However, 
there may not be a unique differentiable structure compatible with the PL-structure. 
LEMMA 2. I. Suppose i: @’ 4 CP’ is a PL-embeddiny which induces an isomorphism i,: 
H,(@‘; Z) + H,(CP’; Z). Then i(c$‘) is PL-isoropic to a srundard lineur CP’ in CP’. 
Prooj: First observe that i, induces an isomorphism on the homology groups up to 
dimension 6. This is because if z denotes a gcncrator of H’(@“; Z), then a’ is a generator 
for H6(@‘; Z) and so (i*)-*(z)) z ((i*)-‘(r))’ . IS a generator of H”(CP’; Z) which implies 
that (i*)-‘a is a generator for H2(C1Fp7; Z). 
NOW, choose a standard linear CP3 c CP’ disjoint from i(6?‘), call it PI. Choose 
another standard linear C1Fp3 disjoint from PI. call it P2. Using the standard complex 
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structure on CP’, we see that the complement of P, in Q3P’ is just the total space of 
4Ccp3( I), i.e. the total space of the Whitney sum of four copies of the hyperplane bundle over 
CP3 (see [17]). Using the projective geometry of CP’, we obtain a well-defined projection 
n: CP’ - P, z E(4F@(l)) + P2 
This gives us a retraction r,: E(4c cp~(t)) + P2 with rJi(@‘)) = i(@‘) and rl: 
i(e3) + PL is a homotopy equivalence by Whitehead’s Theorem [27. pp. ISI-1821. Thus 
i(@“) is homotopic to P2 H CP3. Hence, there is a PL-immersion 
F: CP’ x [0, l] + @P’ 
such that F(Cp3 x 0) = i(@‘) and F(CP-’ x I) = P2. By PL-transversality [14, p, IOO], we 
may assume that F is self-transversal with the double points contained in F(CiTp’ x (0, 1)). 
Choose a sufficiently small E > 0 so that F extends to a PL-immersion I? C(P x C--F. 
1 + E] --+ CP’ with no additional double points. 
We next use a variation of the Whitney trick to show that there is a PL-embedded 
cylinder CP3 x [0, l] whose boundary components arc i(a3) and Q3P3 respectively. We 
will call this the weddir~y ring cm~rtnwnt. 
Let X = F(CP3 x C--E, I + E]) and let p,, . . . , pk E F(C[FP’ x (0, I )) denote the double 
points of transversal self-intersection. Let Ui bc a sufficiently small neighborhood of p, (with 
the Lii’S mutually disjoint) SO that Uin X = Vi, u ~‘iz with Vi, and Y,z each PL-homco- 
morphic to the standard ‘I-simplex and with C;, n C’i, = [p,I. Now Ict 
Y = X - iij, (I’,, - ([‘i 1). 
Obscrvc that }’ is an cmbcddcd PI.-submanifoltf-with-hound;rry of CUD’. Y has a closed 
tube in CP’ by Remark 20.3. The idea of the wcclding ring argument is to recap thcsc 
7-simpliccs which have been rcmovcd so that Lhc resulting manifold is PL-cmbcddcd. 
Choose a PL-cmbcddcd curve ‘ii in Y from p, to F(@P’ x ( -c/2;), ucoidhy the sets c)z, 
j= I ,..., k; j # i. f’aramctrizc 7, so that ~~(0) = pi and Y~(I)E F(@P’ x ( -c/Z;). WC will 
next “thicken” the curve ‘/i in Y as follows. Let Ah dcnotc the standard (i-simplex with 
baryccntcr h. Let Zi: Ah x [O. I] -+ Y bc a PL-embedding such that zi sends (h) x [0, I] onto 
;‘,. This means that the image of ai is a closed tube Ti for 7, in Y (SW [IO]). Note that T, is 
a PL-embedded submanifold-with-boundary of d31P’. in fact T, is I’L-homcomorphic to 
a 7-disk. WC next thicken ri to a closed tube in CP’. Let A’ dcnotc the standard 7-simplex 
with baryccntcr B. Choose a PL-cmbcdding /li: Ti x A’ + CIP’, a trivialization of a closed 
tube of 7;: (which exists since pi is contractible), such that the following conditions h;ld: 
(I) The /Ii’s have mutually disjoint images 
(2) /li(.K, B) = .\: for all .TE Ti 
(3) fli((Pii xA’) = vi* 
(4) Let 7’i = /I,c/i x A’). a tube of Y rcstrictcd to 7i. Then Jfi n F(C[P’ x [0, I]) = Vi,. 
Note that WC can choose the /I,‘s such that these conditions arc satisfied by Remarks 
2.0.2 - 2.0.4. 
Now Ict 
k 
u int(V,, - {pi)) 
i=l 
Let IV; = (lFi - int(Vi,). Observe that IVi is PL-homcomorphic to a 7-simplex. Therefore 
F is obtained by “pushing” each Vi, along the curve yi to climinatc the double point pi 
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(“removing the wedding ring from the finger’*!) This procedure (homotopically) deforms 
F into a PL-embedding. Hence by Palais’ Theorem [Zl] (which is also valid in the 
PL-category), there is an ambient PL-isotopy of CP’ to itself taking i(e3) to CP3. 0 
THEOREM C. There does nor exist a PL-fibration 7~: 6’ + S” withfibre @‘, where en, 
denotes a PL-muni/old homeomorphic to 63’“. 
Note that by Milnor, there are only two differentiable structures on SE, and Theorem 
C holds for either differentiable structure. Now observe that by Remark 2.0.3, any 6- 
dimensional PL-submanifold of @’ has a unique closed PL-tube. This holds in particular 
for G3. 
We will prove Theorem C by contradiction via a sequence of lemmas, assuming that 
a tibration rr: @’ -+ S8 exists, with fibre e3. To simplify notation, let L = n-‘(p) denote 
a fibre above some point PES’. 
LEMMA 2.2. The PL-tube 1(L) of L in @’ is trivial, i.e. it is PL-homeomorphic to L x A”. 
Prooj This follows immediately by the Pontrjagin-Thorn construction, since it is a fibre 
of a locally trivial fibration! (see [ 18. pp. 42-431). 0 
LEMMA 2.3. Let z E H ‘(L,; Z) denote a generutor for the cohomoloyy of L. Then a yener- 
ates the cohomolo~fy ring H *(a ‘; Z). 
Prooj: This follows immcdiatcly’from the Wang exact sequcncc (see [24, p. 4561): 
LEMMA 2.4. Let I(L) und 2(C[FD3) d enote closed PL-tubes of L in a7 und CP’ in CP’ 
respectively. Then there exisrs u I’L-homeomorphism k I(L) + Z(@P’). 
Prooj: As noted before, by Siebcnmann the uniqueness of the PL-structure on a7 gives 
us a PL-homeomorphismfi @’ + CP’. Then the unique PL-tube off(L) in CP’ is trivial 
by Lemma 2.2. By Lemmas 2.3 and 2. I, f (L) is PL-isotopic to a standard linear CP’ in CP’. 
This PL-isotopy carries the closed PL-tube off(L) PL-homcomorphically to the closed 
PL-tube of CP3. 0 
LEMMA 2.5. The normul bundle v(@p’) of CP3 in @P’ is nontriviul as II PL-bundle. 
ProoJ First observe that v(@p’) z 40 cp~(l). For simplicity, denote this bundle by 5. 
Also, let fl denote the hyperplane bundle Qcp~(l). Now, the total Chern class of 5 is 
c(5) = C(4GPJ(f)) = (c(Ocr&))Y = (1 + c,(r1))4 
= I + 4c,(q) + 6c,(# + 4c,(q)’ + cl(r)?. 
The total Pontrjagin class of 5 is given by 
P(5) = 1 - P,(5) = (1 - c,(5) + cz(O)(l + Cl(() + Q(5)) 
= 1 - ~163’ + W5) = 1 - (4cr(r1))’ + 2(6c,(r1)‘) 
= 1 - 4c, (ff)Z. 
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In particular, p,(t) = -4c,(~)’ # 0. Let fi CP’ --, BO be the classifying map for 5. Let 
p1 EH’(BU; Z) denote the universal first Pontrjagin class. Then,f*(p,) = pi(t) is nonzero 
in HJ(CP3; Z) and hence is nonzero in H4(CP3; Q). Recall that H*(BO; CD) z H*(BPL; Q), 
being a polynomial algebra generated by the Pontrjagin classes [20, p. 2501. Since stable 
PL-microbundles are classified by BPL [14, pp. lSO-1901, we see that 5 is a nontrivial 
normal PL-microbundle. cl 
COROLLARY 2.6. The open PL-tube of CP’ in CP’ is not trivial, i.e. it is not PL- 
homeomorphic to CP3 x Aa. 
Prooj: The open PL-tube of CIIP’ in CP’ is unique by Remark 2.0.3 and it is a normal 
PL-microbundle by Remark 2.0.5. By Lemma 2.5, it is nontrivial. 0 
Proof of Theorem C. Lemmas 2.2 and 2.4 imply that the PL-tube of CP’ in CP’ is 
trivial. contradicting Corollary 2.6. 0 
COROLLARY 2.7. A PL-homeomorphism ‘4’: S*“+* x CP” + St”+’ x W” of type (I, I) 
exists if and only if n = 1. (excluding the trivial n = 0 case). 
ProoJ As mentioned in Remark 0.2. nontrivial type (I, I)-homeomorphisms exist only 
when n = I or 3. Theorem C eliminates the n = 3 cast. 0 
2. FIRRES IWMOTOPY UNIVALENTTO CPA. We now gcncralize the results of the previous 
subsection. WC will domonstratc the noncxistcncc of PL-bundles over S” with total space 
homotopy cquivalcnt to CP’ and fibrc homotopy cquivalcnt to CP’. Recall that a manifold 
is homotopy cquivalcnt to CP” if it is simply-conncctcd and has an integral cohomology 
ring isomorphic to N *(C[Fp”). WC will Ict ClF$ dcnotc a PL-manifold homotopy equivalent 
to CP” and we will rcfcr to @IFpi as an exotic complex projective n-spuce. 
The idea now is to reduce our problem to the cast of the previous subsection. If 
a CPZ-bundle over S” with total space Q=Pi were to exist, the Pontrjagin-Thorn argument 
would imply that the tube around a fibre is trivial. Let T denote the trivial tube around 
a fibre in C[FDz. We want to show that this would imply the existence of a trivial tube of CP’ 
in CP’, contradicting Corollary 2.6. 
It is clear from the construction of exotic complex projective spaces (see [19, pp. 
164--1731) that we cannot do surgery on the complcmcnt of a tube Tof Q=pi in CUD,‘, to turn 
the ambient space into CP’. However, we can “stabilize” the situation by considering 
C[FDl x S” for some large n. We will show that this is stable in the sense that there is 
a PL-homeomorphism between Q=pi x S” and CP’ x, S”, an S”-bundle over CIFD’. 
Let (M, A) denote a manifold pair where A is a submanifold of M. We will denote by 
(M, A) x X the pair (M x X, A x X) for any manifold X. Similarly for bundles, (M, A) x,X 
will denote the pair (M x,X, A x,X), whcrc A x,X is the restriction of the bundle to A. 
PROPOSITION 2.8. For ecery integer n 2 15, there is an S”-bundle 5 E CP’ x, S” such that 
the pair (U’:, CP:) x S” is PL-homeomorphic ro the pair (CP’, CP3) x,S” where CP’ is 
a projectice linear subman$old of CP’. 
ProoJ Let 0 and cc denote the south pole and north pole respectively of the unit sphere 
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defined by (x, a)t+((f(x),f(a)), 0). Let D:+‘(O) c S”+’ denote an open E-ball around the 
south pole. We can homotopically approximatef, by a flat PL-embedding 
F: (C[Fp’, CP3) 4 (CP,‘, CID;) x S”+l 
such that F(CP’, CP’) c (UX’:, CP:) x D:“(O) ( see [ 12, Chapters 4 and 83). By Re- 
mark 2.0.3, F(CP’) has a unique closed tube I(F(CP’)) in CP,’ x S”+‘. By abuse of 
notation, we will denote the restriction of this tube (thought of as a disk bundle) to the 
submanifold F(CP’) by Z(F(Cp’)). Note that the boundary of a disk bundle over a closed 
manifold is a sphere bundle. In particular, dl(F(CP’)) is a sphere bundle, which we denote 
by CP’ x,S”. We thus have a PL-homeomorphism 
(SI(F(CP’)), ?rI(F(CB-‘))) 2 (CP’, CPJ) x,S”. 
Consider the map 
G: (CP:, CP,‘) 4 (CP;, CP,)) x S”+l 
defined by (x, (I)M((.Y, (I). a). Again, taking boundaries of the closed tubes, we obtain 
a PL-homeomorphism 
(?Z(G(CB;)), SZ(G(CP,J))) z (CP;, CP,J) x S”. 
Let (Z,,. a”) and (I%,. a,) respectively denote the pairs (dZ(F(CP’)), d2(F(CIFP3))) and 
(?Z(G(CiFPi)), c7?(G(ClPj!))). Also let 2 denote the interior of the tube 2. Finally, we will let 
ii, 3:. f”,, and f’,, dcnotc t(F(Cirp’)), I(F(CP’)), %(G(C@)) and (%(G(CPi)) respect- 
ivcly. Consider the pair 
(CC’, V) = (CP,‘, cIFph))xY+’ - ((9;. 5;)u(~‘,,~‘,)). 
It isclcar that(!~t’=~:,UZ,anddY=a,Ua,. 
C&n. (CV, V) is an h-cobordism between (X0, ao) and (Eb), a,). First, obscrvc that 
n,(r-r/) = n,(&) = X,(X:,) = 0. Now by excision, H’(W, X0) = Il’(CPl xS”+’ - ?L, $A). 
Since f:(CP’) is homotopy equivalent to CP,’ x (0) by construction, we have for k 2 1, 
H ‘( CV, X:0) = H’(CP: x s”+ I - %F’, , CP,’ x (01) 
= Hk((CP,7 x S” + ’ - ma=P: x (0) )) 
= fP(((Cuq x S”+‘) - (@P: x {co}))/(CP,7 x (0))) 
= 0. 
Similarly, H’(W, I.,) = 0 for k 2 1. Thus W is an h-cobordism between I,, and Xm. Since 
7c, (V) = X, (ao) = n[I (0,) = 0, a similar proof shows that V is also an h-cobordism between 
do and a,,. We thus have an h-cobordism of pairs (W, V) as claimed. This gives us the 
rcquircd PL-homcomorphism. 0 
COROLLARY 2.9. There exists a PL-homeomorphism / between the pair 
((d=P~xS’~)x[W’s,Q=JrPh)xS’s)and((CP7x,S”)x[W , ” CP’ x,S I’). Furthermore, f carries 
the PL-tube of (Cp: x Sls) in (CPZ x SL5) x [w I5 PL-homeomorphically to the PL-tube of 
(CP’ x,S15) in (CP’ x,S15)x Ri5. 
Proo/. The h-cobordism given in the proof of Proposition 2.8 implies this Corollary. 
The extra IwL5 factor was taken to ensure that the PL-tubes are unique (the codimension is 
sufliciently high to satisfy the condition in Remark 2.0.3.). 0 
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Now suppose that there exists a PL-fibration K: CP,’ -, SE with fibre CP,‘. Let XES”. By 
abuse of notation. we will let C!P,’ denote the fibre n-r(x). Then, by Pontrjagin-Thorn, this 
fibre has a trivial tube. Taking products, we see that CPZ x S ls has a trivial tube in 
(CP,’ x Sr5) x R”. By Corollary 2.9,fsends this trivial tube, ‘1, PL-homeomorphically to 
a trivial tube,f(l), of (CP3 x,S 15) in (Cp’ x, SL5) x Iw15. Thus, 
f(I) 2 (CP3 xIS”) x A8 x Al5 z ((CP3 x A’) xrS15) x Al5 
where A’ denotes the standard k-simplex. Now, let 4: (CP’ x,S15) x [w15 -, CP’ denote the 
projection map. Clearly, 4 sends/(I) to a trivial tube, CP3 x A’, of CP3 in CP’, contradic- 
ting Corollary 2.6. Thus, 
THEOREM D. There does not exist a PL-fibration R: CP: --, SB withjibre C#, where CUD: 
denotes a PL-manipold homptopy equivalent to CP”. 
Remark. Since the Calabi-Hopf-Penrose fibration CP’ G CP3 + S4 does exist (with 
structure group PSU(2) = SO(3)). one should not expect a proof of Theorem D which is 
purely algebro-topological (for instance, by a spectral sequence argument). The proof 
should be based on methods of PL or differential topology. Note also that the normal 
bundle v(@P’) in CP3 is nontrivial as a complex bundle since its first Chcrn class 
c,(v(W’)) = cr(O(l)@O(l)) = 2c,(C(l)) # 0. 
However, it is trivial as a real 4-plant bundle by the Pontrjagin-Thorn argument. 
3. CIRCLE ACTIONS ON S” 
I. TAME S’-ACTIONS ON S”. WC now apply Thcorcm D in our study of free tame 
actions of S’. 
A continuous action $: S’ x M + M on a manifold M is called tume if the orbit space is 
a PL-manifold. A continuous S’-action on M is said to be a PL-action if there exist 
PL-structures on S’ x M and M such that $ is a PL-map. It follows from Knescr’s Theorem 
(see below), that an S’-action is tame if and only if it is PL. Note that smooth actions are 
always tame by the slice theorem. 
Let N denote the orbit space of a tame S’-action on an odd dimensional homotopy 
sphere Sin+ ’ (which are PL-homcomorphic to S Zn+’ for n 2 2). Then N is actually 
homotopically equivalent to a complex projective space (see [26, p. 191-J). In fact, the 
quotient map IL: Sin+’ -+ N is a locally trivial S’-bundle, and by Kneser [13] this bundle 
can be reduced to an SO(Z)-bundle. Hence, we have the following S’-bundle map: 
&za+l 2 S” 
nl 1H 
N L, CP” 
where H is the projection map of the universal S’-bundle and/is the classifying map of the 
bundle. Since N has real dimension 2n, one in fact has the following diagram: 
S;r+l L Szn+l 
n 1 1 11. 
N LCP” 
where H, is the Hopf map. The homotopy properties of these bundles imply that / is 
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a homotopy equivalence (see [26. p. 1913). Hence the quotient space of any free PL 
S’-action on a homotopy (2n + l)-sphere is a PL-manifold homotopy equivalent to 
complex projective n-space. If n 2 3, this PL-structure on each homeomorphism type is 
unique by Siebenmann. Consequently. by Theorem D, we obtain 
COROLLARY 2.10. lfp: S,” + S,” is a fibration between smooth homotopy spheres, with 
Sijbres, then there does not exist a free PL-action of S’ which preserves thejibres of p. In 
particular, the Hopf fibration n: S l5 -B S8 admits no S ‘-subfibration arising from a free PL 
S ‘-action. 
2. WILD S’-ACTIOM ON S15. There exists uncountably many locally trivial “Hopf 
fibrations” rr: S’ + AI’ with tibre S’, where MJ is not a topological manifold. but rather 
a homotopy manifold of the homotopy type of S’. Let 1 denote Poincari’s dodecahedral 
sphere (see [IS]). Then C = S3/I * where S3 is the group of unit quaternions and I * is the 
binary icosahedral group. I * is a perfect group of order 120 and hence Z is a homology 
sphere. To construct an exotic Hopf fibration, we proceed as follows. Let Ct and Cl denote 
two copies of the cone over Z. Let II/: Z --, S3 be a degree one map, and define a clutching 
map 
Y: Z:JxSJ-+C3xSJ 
by W(.x, p) = (.Y, II/(.x) * y), whcrc “*” dcnotcs quatcrnion multiplication. Using this clutching 
map, WC obtain a simplicial complex 
N = C’r x S3 u,r CZ x S’ 
which by Van Kampcn’s thcorcm togcthcr with the Mayer Victoris scqucncc, has the 
homotopy type of S’. A deep thcorcm by Jim Cannon asserts that the double suspension of 
tho PoincurL: 3-sphere is homcomorphic to S 5. This implies that the product of the cone 
over E with any closed topological manifold of dimension n > I, is a topological manifold 
[Z], [I], In particular, N is homeomorphic to S’ by the validity of the Poincare Conjecture 
in dimension 7. 
Since the clutching map Y uses multiplication by quatcrnions, it follows that N admits 
a topological principal action of S3 whose orbit space is S(Z), the suspension of I, which 
ceases to be a manifold at the two vertex points. Hence the projection n: N 4 S(C) is an 
exotic Hopf fibration of N z S’ by S3 (this is a wild S’-action which cannot be made PL, 
since the quotient is not a manifold). If we take a one-parameter subgroup of S3, we have an 
example of an exotic free S’-action on S’, giving us a subhbration of 71. The orbit space of 
this S’-action on each tibre of n is just CP’. Also, the orbit space of this action on S’ is 
a manifold (by the double suspension theorem) which is homotopy-equivalent to CP3. We 
thus have an exotic Calabi--Hopf-Penrose fibration CP’ G S’/[S’] -+ S(Z). Actually in 
[25]. uncountably many examples of this sort are obtained. 
In general, wild free S’-actions can be obtained in the following way. Let X be 
a manifold homotopy equivalent to CP’ which does not have a PL-structure. Let $ 
X -+ CP” be such that/ l (r) generates the cohomology ring of X where z is the generator of 
the cohomology ring of CP”. Then if we pull back the universal S’-bundle over CP” via/; 
we obtain an S’-bundle whose total space is homeomorphic to S” and whose base space is 
the orbit space of a wild free S’-action. 
It is still an open question whether there exists a topological bundle over Se whose fibre 
and total space are non PL-izable manifolds homotopy equivalent to CUD3 and CP’ 
respectively. 
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Added in proof: A paper by Jack Ucci (On the nonexistence of Riemannian submersions 
from CP’ and QIP’, hoc. Amer. Marh. Sot. 88 (1983). 698-700) has just been brought to the 
attention of the authors by Akhil Ranjan. Let !$ZP” and S; denote topological spaces 
homotopy equivalent to complex projective n-space CP” and the n-sphere s” respectively. It 
is possible to adapt Jack Ucci’s proofs (using Steenrod cohomology operations with Z,- 
coefficients) to prove the theorem that there does not exist a Hurewicz fibration fibre 
homotopy equivalent to $@p3 G $ia=p’ 4 St. An immediate corollary is that the Hopf 
fibration rc: S” + S8 admits no S’-subfibration arising from a free continuous S’-action. 
This theorem and corollary completely answer the question posed at the end of this paper 
(in the homotopy category. in fact). 
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